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Claire from Safe Speed states in response to this good news from London ….
"We are delighted, perhaps now Londoner's can look forward to watching the road with their full and
undivided attention We had the safest roads in the World until the advent of camera's in 1992, we
need a return to excellent education, engineering and enforcement by well trained traffic police."

"The removal of all the speed camera's and this over enforcement to satisfy targets, has to end, and
end now. Learning that there is never a time to drive or ride at an inappropriate speed for the
conditions, needs to be taught and understood by every road user !"

"There is no room for simple one size fits all solutions, and this sort of blinkered and narrow minded
thinking needs to be removed for good."

Claire considers that, "When we have proper research, and intelligent thinking this filters down to all
road users. We learn and grow, and through experience develop, good road user skills, knowledge,
abilities and attitude. We can travel each and every mile, with good consideration, courtesy,
observation, anticipation, awareness, space (all around us) and time for the journey and time to
react. That space gives us safety as it enables us to use it up, when we, or others make a mistake."

"Camera side effects have had many negative effects on road users, and we see bad habits
nearly everywhere now. So a return of excellent public information films, will help to remind all road
users what are the right 'behaviour's and best practices, to ensure good road safety understanding
across the board. Now we need to address and cure the massive rift between the Police and the
Public."

"We have been stating for a long time, that cameras are not the route to road safety, but good
policing, good intelligent and proper road engineering, and road user education, is, and this is what
will ensure our return to the number one spot in the World for road safety."

"Camera's have cost lives, so the reverse of this horrific practice, is excellent news."

The PPP comments … The battle is not over, this is patently obvious from the response
(see link below) of the many deniers at all levels in the government departments and
quangos. These dangerous people enthuse about their oppressive systems of laws and
abusive use of valuable technology. They are outspoken, in their usual politically ‘correct’
and abusive black mailing style, which Boris and Co must resist.

The key point is that ALL the nation’s road users must show, in their daily driving behaviour,
that they do not need to be monitored and controlled by big brother and his ugly sisters!

www.google.com/hostednews/ukpress/article/ALeqM5i-v0wwElOWXGknY3g4TDlwXsvw5g


